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Homework Requirements

All submissions must be stapled, and should have the name of the student on every page. This includes any

printouts of code and plots that may be part of a submission. Students are encouraged to work in pencil

(not pen) to provide a clear submission of solutions, and to avoid “scratching out”, in favor of erasing.

For each submitted problem, the answer must be clearly marked (e.g., in a box), and for full credit

intermediate work must be shown and all units must be indicated and correct. Electronically generated

submissions (e.g., PDFs from L

A
T

E

X, Mathematica, etc.) are permitted if all other requirements are met,

but sharing of the source files with other students is considered a violation of academic integrity. Submission

on engineering graph paper, or white unruled paper (e.g., printer paper), is recommended for readability

reasons. Printed documents may (of course) be submitted on printer paper.

Homework Submission

All homework assignments are due by 08:00 AM on the day specified, printed and fully assembled in the

submission envelope in lecture. Late homework assignments will not be accepted, and arrangements in

advance for late/alternative submission must be motivated by research or university requirements.

ECE541A Homework Assignments

In addition to the ECE441A homework problems, additional problems will be given for ECE541A students.

These problems need not be completed by ECE441A students. ECE541A students will be expected to read

additional portions of the text and supplemental text, as well as (perhaps) refer to research articles in order

to complete these problems.

Reminder: Academic Integrity

Students are responsible for completing homework assignments by themselves, but may work on strategies

to complete the assignments with other students. You are encouraged to work in teams on homework

assignments, but copying a completed assignment of another student and submitting it as your own is

considered a violation of academic integrity—and it will hurt you when it comes to the exams. Any take-

home examinations may not consist of any group work, even for problem strategies.

Additional exceptions to this policy will be plainly marked in the requirements for that exercise or project.

Any violations of this policy will be dealt with to the full extent permitted by the University of Arizona, and

may result in suspension or expulsion from the university, in addition to a failing grade. Please familiarize

yourself with the Code of Academic Integrity if you have any questions (see http://deanofstudents.

arizona.edu/codeofacademicintegrity).
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